
The British in Kansas:
The Story of Victoria

England, Scotland, and Wales are known together as Great Britain.  Great Britain is in Europe.
Many British came to Kansas.  George Grant was a rich businessman.  In 1872 he left Great
Britain for Kansas.  He founded the town of Victoria.  Grant encouraged other British settlers to
come to Kansas.

Why did they leave Great Britain?
There were many reasons why people left their homelands.  There had been several years of
drought.  With no rain the crops could not grow.  This meant many people did not have enough
to eat.  

In England, cities were crowded.  There was not much land available to farm.  There was also a
strong class system.  If you were poor, it was hard to find new opportunities.  Most people who
left Great Britain were looking for land and a better life.

Why did they come to Kansas?
The British had heard about Kansas.  Stories about the state appeared in British newspapers.
Stories told about good, cheap land.  Kansas was advertised as a good place to settle.

The Kansas Pacific Railroad had lots of land.  They wanted people to come to Kansas so they
could sell their land and services.  The railroad advertised Kansas in Great Britain.

All of this interest in Kansas attracted people with money to invest in the state.  It also
encouraged people to immigrate here.
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What did they find in Kansas?
George Grant was impressed by what he heard about Kansas.  He wanted to start a farming
community for other British immigrants.  The Kansas Pacific Railroad sold him land in Ellis
County.  He named the town Victoria, after the Queen of England.  

Shortly after Grant immigrated, western Kansas began to experience a drought.  Without rain it
was difficult to grow crops.  Soon, large numbers of grasshoppers appeared.  These hungry
insects seemed to eat everything in sight.  Next came terrible prairie fires that scorched the land.  

What happened to Victoria?
George Grant had trouble attracting large numbers of British immigrants to Victoria.  But he was
successful in breeding cattle.  Grant died
five years after founding Victoria.  Many of
the British who had followed Grant to
Kansas returned to their homelands.  New
German immigrants soon replaced the
English in Victoria.

British families continued to move to other
parts of Kansas.  They spread across the
state.  The British were one of the largest
immigrant groups to settle in Kansas.
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